An estimate on the frequency of duplicated haplotypes and silent alleles of human C4 protein polymorphism. I. Investigations in healthy Caucasoid families.
The frequency of duplicated and non-expressed C4 alleles was determined by segregation analysis in 31 German and five French families with altogether 274 individuals by submitting the complete data from C4 protein phenotyping, including C4 beta chains, and the other classical MHC markers to the family analysis programme (FAP). From 120 unrelated German haplotypes the following frequencies were derived for silent alleles: C4A*Q0 0.2000, C4B*Q0 0.2083, and for the total of homo- and heteroduplicated C4A resp. C4B alleles: C4"DA"* 0.1333, C4"DB"* 0.1000. The true occurrence of the duplicated C4A*2, "DB*21" haplotype, first observed in French families, was found to be 0.0250 in the German sample. While the frequency of duplicated C4 haplotypes confirms earlier estimates, the increase in the frequency of silent alleles corresponds to those assumed from investigations at the DNA level. The results demonstrate classical protein typing with inclusion of C4 beta chain types to be an indispensable and powerful tool for haplotype recognition; they support the hypothesis that deletion at one C4 locus is accompanied by duplication at the other in a majority of haplotypes.